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Where to begin? By now you will know that the new Top Sales World site has
been launched, integrating all of our top sales initiatives under one very large roof?
If not, we think you will be mightily impressed – at least we hope you will. Read
more on Page 16

Also, we have just announced the finalists in all thirteen categories for this year’s
Top Sales & Marketing Awards, and the voting polls are open! You can read all
about this year’s competition on Page 12

In this month’s edition of the new-look magazine, Linda Richardson interviews
Jonathan London,  who shares his views on why we sales folks are still so
“technologically incompetent” 

We have articles from Howard Stevens of Chally, Michael Griego and Tamara
Schenk, plus in his regular JF Uncut column, Jonathan Farrington takes an in-depth
look at the five challenges facing every company, everywhere in 2013.

Gerhard Gschwandtner is in the spotlight, and finally, we urge you to catch up with
all the latest news, interviews and gossip from Top Sales World. 

PS: Do follow us on Twitter and join us over on our 
LinkedIn group
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customer outcomes
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Focus On
Gerhard Gschwandtner 28

Top Sales Highlights
from the past four weeks ... 
in case you missed them

26TSH
You can keep up to

date over at
www.topsalesworld.com 

Understandably, we are very
excited, and so looking

forward to this year’s event,
which is going to be bigger

and better than ever!

The Timeline

January 2nd

Categories

Announced

January 9th

Nominations

Invited

November 27th

Last Date

For Nominations

December 4th

Finalists

Announced

& Polls Open

December 14th

Polls Close

December 18th

Online Awards

Ceremony Live

http://www.topsalesworld.com/
http://www.topsalesworld.com/
http://www.linkedin.com/groups/Top-Sales-World-1857130?gid=1857130
http://twitter.com/topsalesworld
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★ Top Sales Blogs
HERE ��

★ Latest Top Sales 
Book 
HERE ��

★ Top Sales 
Hardtalk
Interview
Every Wednesday. 
HERE ��

★ Top Sales Tips
Every single day. 
HERE ��

★ Top 10 Sales 
Articles
HERE ��

★ And so much 
more …. 
Top Sales World 
HERE ��

Sales groups and marketing groups are famously at loggerheads. The
sales group claims the marketing group provides bad leads while
marketing claims sales doesn't follow-up on leads ...               Read More�

Our Partners

The Busy
Person’s Pages
The Busy
Person’s Pages
Here is what you will find in this month’s edition.

Re-building marketing to support sales
by Howard Stevens

With all due respect to Michael Bosworth, author of Solution Selling, it's
long past time to rethink "solution selling" or any of the legacy sales
methodologies. Both the selling world and customer ...         Read More�

Rethinking your selling methodology
by Michael Griego

If you haven’t read Jonathan London’s book Using Technology to Sell:
Tactics to Ratchet Up Your Sales  (co-authored by Martin Lucas), do so.
Technology has changed the dynamics between buyers ...    Read More�

A conversation with Jonathan London
by Linda Richardson

It seems almost inconceivable that the Top Sales projects launched
seven years ago – that makes us older than Twitter! But in fact it is true:
It was in 2005 when I first reached out to a very small ...         Read More�

The History of Top Sales World
by Jonathan Farrington

At this time of the year, all sales "commentators" are inundated with
requests to make predictions for the coming year - certainly I always am,
and this year has been no exception: As a consequence ...     Read More�

2013 - the FIVE critical challenges....

Warrior, sales warriors, especially the 21th century sales warrior – this
term is mentioned almost everywhere. Not only since this SAP campaign
was so well received. How do you feel being confronted ...   Read More�

All about sales warriors – fighting for
customer outcomes
by Tamara Schenk

Enjoy the latest Top Sales Hardtalk Interviews and recent blogs from Top
Sales World plus Recent “How To” Guides, Sales Team Development
Sessions and Sales Management Issues Interviews ...              Read More�

Top Sales Highlights
from the past four weeks ... 
in case you missed them

TSH

A dual citizen of both Austria and the United States, Gerhard
Gschwandtner is the founder and publisher of Selling Power, the leading
magazine for sales professionals worldwide, with a...             Read More�

Focus On
Gerhard Gschwandtner

Every industry that I have ever been involved with has traditionally
created a vehicle to recognize and reward the “best of breed” In doing so
they have afforded the whole of that environment an ...         Read More�

2012 Top Sales & Marketing Awards
by Jonathan Farrington
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marketing will generate sales leads

that seem "hot", but the current sales

team can't close and therefore ignore.

This joint definition should continue to

evolve and change to adapt to market

changes and the maturation of the

product category.

2. Who's responsible for that

opportunity? Typically, a sales lead will

begin in marketing, which nurtures that

lead to the point where it's clear that

the lead is an actual opportunity. There

should then be an agreed-upon

collaborative and gradual handover of

leads from the marketing to sales.

Once sales accepts a lead as valid,

they are responsible for closing it, but

marketing is also measured on how

many of their leads actually close.

A crucial part of this integration is

making certain that the marketing

group is goaled and compensated on

its ability to help the sales group sell. 

During the heyday of "strategic

marketing", this type of incentivizing

was impossible because impact of

marketing activities on the sales

process was not possible to measure

accurately. For example, before the

Internet, advertising campaigns were

conducted through mass media like

newspapers, magazines, radio and

television. An ad campaign was

considered "successful" if sales went

up during the campaign, even though

the increase might have been the

result of something different, such as

word-of-mouth.

Today, almost every type of

marketing activity can be measured

on its impact on the sales process. It

is now possible to track sales leads

marketing has generated as they

move through the sales process and

to measure marketing efforts based

upon sales leads generated by that

activity. For example, the

effectiveness of a booth at a trade

show can now be measured based

upon the eventual disposition of leads

generated at that show.

Another way to measure marketing

is by reduction of sales cycle time and

therefore the overall cost of sales.

Theoretically, using the metaphor of

the sales process funnel, sales leads

(prospects) enter into the top of the

funnel and emerge at the end of the

funnel as actual customers. 

While the funnel metaphor is

common, it can be misleading,

because if you pour water into a

funnel, all of the water comes out the

bottom. That's not the case with

sales, because typically only some

prospects that enter the “funnel”

eventually emerge as customers. The

rest are filtered out, which adds to the

cost of sales, because the sales team

ends up following up on leads that

don't pan out.

The difference between the top of

the funnel and the bottom is the cost of

sales. The bigger the difference (the

more gradual the slope in the funnel),

the more it costs for a firm to turn a

prospect into a customer. 

Many marketing groups wrongly

think their job is to widen the top of the

funnel through demand creation in

hopes that a larger number of

prospects will enter the funnel, with a

corresponding increase in revenue.

Widening the top simply adds to the

cost of sales, because the sales group

can close a finite amount of business. 

Using this model, the most efficient

sales process is not a funnel, but a

pipe where every prospect that enters

the "funnel" turns into a customer.

A marketing group can help a

company achieve this idea, but only

viewed as a measurable, tactical

function rather than a strategic, un-

measurable one. For example, a

marketing group could shrink the

size of the top hole by ensuring that

the prospects entering the pipe are

fully qualified in the sense that

they're relatively easy for the

existing sales team to convert. This

decreases the cost of sales, and

increases profitability.

The marketing group can also help

the sales group to become more

effective by providing sales training,

competitive data, solution-building

tools, and so forth. All of these are

tactical activities that can be shown to

decrease the sales cycle time and the

cost of sales.                                           �

Top executives find these

disagreements profoundly

frustrating. According to interviews of

several thousand top executives

conducted by the Business

Performance Management (BPM)

Forum and the CMO Council, only

53% of respondents say their sales

and marketing organizations have

"close and collaborative relationships"

while only 7% believed the two groups

"worked together very effectively." 

What's fascinating about this

diagnosis is that corporations have

spent billions of dollars a year over the

past three decades on a

communications and application

infrastructure that was largely

intended to help internal groups in

general (and sales and marketing in

particular) work closely together.

Since massive doses of technology

have not solved the problem, it's

reasonable to assume that it stems

from something deeper than simple

miscommunication. As with many

long-standing disagreements, the real

problem lies in differing views of the

business world which makes

communication on an issue almost

impossible.

Once the relative roles of sales and

marketing are mapped into the product

maturation process, there still remains

the problem of organizational silos.

Experience shows sales and

marketing that have completely

separate management chains find it

difficult to coordinate efforts.

The most practical approach is that

proposed by Neil Rackham, which is to

appoint a “Chief Revenue Officer” who

heads up both the sales and

marketing. This CRO can then deploy

resources and coordinate efforts so

the two groups work together.

Because a CRO is "above the

fray", they can help the teams resolve

two key questions: 

1. What constitutes a valid sales

opportunity? Ideally, an opportunity

should be a sales lead the current

sales team can easily convert to a

customer. These leads should

correspond to profiles that both

marketing and sales have agreed

upon. Without this basic agreement,

Once the relative roles
of sales and marketing

are mapped into the
product maturation
process, there still

remains the problem
of organizational silos.   

This article was written by Howard Stevens.

To find out more about Howard, visit:
http://chally.com/

Sales groups and marketing groups are famously at loggerheads. The sales group
claims the marketing group provides bad leads while marketing claims sales doesn't
follow-up on leads marketing gives them. Dig deeper and you sometimes discover
disagreement about basic issues, such as the intended market and target customer. 

Re-building marketing
to support sales 
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generic theory but actually spelled out

for various prospect/customer/title

situations. This combined with a clear

and logical next-step objective will arm

salespeople with tools for success,

even in very brief conversations.

Can your reps manage customers

with short attention spans?

Blended Sales Conversations

Some sales calls are cold, some are

warm, some are quasi-qualified, some

are all lined up and ready for the senior

rep, and some are follow-up

exploratory calls. All calls need a crisp

beginning and end and a purposeful

middle. 

The key is context and clear

distinction between general

Introductions and deliberate

Qualification and Discovery
purposes. I see many reps misapply

solution selling precepts and blur

these lines resulting in random

meandering and/or missed

information.

When there's no mindful,

purposeful objective and logical call

flow of Qualification questions (around

budget or time-frame, etc.) and

Discovery questions (need/solution

/vision development), then even the

most senior reps may come away with

incomplete information and delay

cycles.

Are you providing clear sales call

guidance for your reps or letting them

figure it out on their own?

Convoluted Sales
Questioning

Most teams don't have the time or

bandwidth to go through 4 days of

sales training to get over-engineered

questioning processes ingrained into

their brains. Doesn't mean they don't

need help and a method, but there's

got to be a better (and cheaper) and

more effective way. There is.

The answer is in coherent Talk
and Question Tracks designed for

Specific Target Audiences that

adhere to a classic well-designed

Conversation Process steeped in

reality, not theory. These are rich in

substance, simple to learn and

powerful in their tailored application for

all sales levels: Inside, Outside and

Channel. Intelligent, logical and

purposeful questioning – highly

teachable and adaptable to any selling

environment. The key is keeping it

simple, flexible, logical, and real.

When clear and well instructed, the

results are profound.

Do your sales reps have a clear

sales questioning process?

Lacking Insights

Pushing product specs, features and

benefits is so 1990’s. Top reps today

stand out from their competitor peers

by speaking unlike most salespeople.

They know the trends, pressures and

challenges that their customers are

facing and manage the conversation

appropriately. They are provocateurs

bringing bold insight, valuable market

commentary and never ask the dated

question: “So what keeps you up at

night?” Because they already know

the answer. In fact, these reps know

the problem and the reason and the

implication impacting customer goals

and objectives. They know this going

in. They’ve done their homework. The

company has; the sales organization

has. They stick out like an impressive

sore thumb.

For too many sophisticated sales

teams, there is still too much product

and feature focus in sales calls. In

many cases there is the assumption

that experienced Account Managers

naturally hold court with their

customers and have deep consultative

conversations. In truth, these are the

exceptions. The evidence is clear that

those that bring value to the sales call

are very valuable sales people.

Do your sales reps hold the

attention and respect of their

customers?

Indeed we are in the midst of a new

sales era where the prudent sales

leader needs to honestly reassess

their existing selling approach,

process and methodology and

consider adjustments. While paying

homage to the past, it is a different

selling environment with new forces

driving a change of behavior and

practices. It’s time to rethink and

rebuild dynamic sales organizations

molded for the changing salesperson

and marketplace.                                   �

Do your sales reps
have a clear sales

questioning process?

Besides, after all the books and

training over many years, try to

find one VP of Sales or Account

Executive who can tell you what the 9-

Block Vision Processing Model is or

even what exactly are "the 9 Boxes."
While brilliant in theory and profound

for a past generation, the practical

application is often lost in the reality of

today's dynamic sales arena. There's

certainly a new generation selling in a

different era.

While my sales, management and

consulting career grew up with Miller

Heiman (Strategic Selling), Neil

Rackham (SPIN Selling) and

Bosworth (Solution Selling) over the

past 30 years, today I'm seeing 4

challenges facing salespeople relative

to modern selling: 

1. Shorter Conversations - customer

conversations are often brief and on

the phone. Reps need to be agile and

skilled in the managing of short selling

conversations.

2. Blended Conversations - lead

generation improvements require

clear distinctions between call

introduction, qualification and

discovery. Reps need clarity of

process and conversation flow.

3. Convoluted Questioning - sales

call questioning process fundamentals

have been lost, forgotten or confused.

Reps need talk tracks grounded in

simplified questioning fundamentals.

4. Lacking Insights – salespeople

need to be bold and provocative,

bringing insightful value to

conversations that stand apart in a

crowded marketplace.

Shorter Sales Conversations

"How can I get my salespeople to

'create and reengineer vision' when

their customer conversations are less

than 2-minutes long?" So said the

Sales Manager to me as he expressed

frustration at his reps' brief sales calls. 

While today's customer buyers are

more technology savvy and

knowledgeable and seem not eager to

engage with salespeople, the truth is

that they will engage with an
engaging salesperson that brings

value to the conversation quickly and

deftly.  

Knowing when, what and how to

ask open and closed initial and

subsequent questions should not be

10 Top Sales World Magazine November 2012

Rethinking your selling
methodology

This article was written by Michael Griego.

To find out more about Michael, visit:
http://www.mxlpartners.com/
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With all due respect to Michael Bosworth, author of
Solution Selling, it's long past time to rethink "solution
selling" or any of the legacy sales methodologies. Both
the selling world and customer interactions have
changed and require adjustments to common selling
motions.  



Every industry that I have ever been

involved with has traditionally

created a vehicle to recognize and

reward the “best of breed” In doing so

they have afforded the whole of that

environment an opportunity to

continually raise the standards by

healthy competition.

In December 2010, the inaugural

event took place online and has now

become a permanent fixture, creating

considerable excitement within the

global sales community, attracting

support from all of the major players.

This annual ceremony has been

created to hail “the heroes” of the sales

and marketing space; to laud those

companies and individuals who have

gone that extra mile; who have been

unafraid to challenge paradigms; who

have had the courage to pioneer, when

others remained wedded to the status

quo.

I am confident that all of our

nominees will have demonstrated that

they won through not solely because of

the excellence of their product

offerings, but also because they

wanted success badly enough … they

wanted to win.

This year we have thirteen

categories, and the expert judging

panel will decide the medal winners in

all but two of them; Top Sales &

Marketing Thought Leader and Top

Sales & Marketing LinkedIn Group, so

do please cast your votes as often as

you like in these sections. The polls will

remain open until midnight (Eastern)

on Friday December 14th.

The live online ceremony, hosted by

Gerhard Gschwandtner and me, takes

place on Tuesday December 18th

It gives me immense pleasure and

pride to be the creator of something so

significant …. and something so long

overdue.                                                   �

2012 Top Sales &
Marketing Awards

Jonathan Farrington
CEO
Top Sales World
http://www.topsalesassociates.com/
http://www.topsalesworld.com/
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Every industry that I have ever been involved with has traditionally created a vehicle to
recognize and reward the “best of breed” In doing so they have afforded the whole of
that environment an opportunity to continually raise the standards by healthy
competition.
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research products on their own and

want relevant insights to add to what

they already know. Technology can be

a primary source for developing

insights that you share with your

clients to demonstrate that you

understand their world and can add

value.   

To help you gain appointments

Jonathan recommends that as a

salesperson you set up groups for

trigger events (notifications of changes

in your target customers).  For

example, set up a LinkedIn Group for

you target audience.  If new VPs of

Sales are you target audience, set up

a group for them and whenever you

get an alert from Google Alert or

LinkedIn that updates you that

someone has been promoted to a VP

of Sales position you can invite the

new VP to join your VP of Sales Group

describing benefits to them and the

kind of issues discussed.  Not only will

this help them but it benefits you by

giving you a pool of people that are in

your target market that you can

interact with, a way to stay on top of up

to the minute issues, form

relationships, make connections, and

brand yourself.   The interaction will

help you develop relevant insights to

use when you reach out to prospects

and customers in a more specific way

so they see value in meeting with you.

To Jonathan there is no such thing as

a cold call because you will always be

calling about something relevant.

Once you have gained the

appointment use technology to

differentiate your first and subsequent

face-to-face or phone meetings.  The

objective of the prospecting call is the

same but the medium and vehicle you

use can make a difference.  In working

with even many of his high tech

companies Jonathan is amazed how

few salespeople take advantage of

video for their phone meetings and he

describes this as “insanity”.    

For Jonathan the sales is made or

lost at the first meeting stage of the

sales process and therefore. it is

essential to use tools such as Go To

Meeting or Skype or Google to create

visual interaction. vs. doing what

almost every other salesperson is

doing.  If your clients don’t have or

wish to use the technology, you will

have a better meeting by letting them

see you. 

All the tools work together.  To

further enhance the phone meeting

you can use all of your research to

become a “subject matter expert” not

just on your products but your niche

and your key industries so that you

can ask relevant questions and share

relevant insights that communicate

your value to the customer.  Use

technology such as  the more

sophisticated new Power Point for

graphics, ClearSlide, Apple KeyNote,

Bloomfire and Camtaisia  (screen

capture your desk top for sharing with

clients unable to attend the

presentation) throughout your sales

process to deliver your ideas or

solutions  in a more compelling way.   

To help you differentiate when you

are in your final presentation stage

when the presentation is face-to-face

Jonathan recommends using the more

sophisticated version of a PowerPoint,

Apple Keynote, ClearSlide or any

number of tools he describes in his

book to bring your presentations to life

with interesting slide transitions,

graphics, and to fade information and

images in and out.  His key message is

to integrate more elements other than

just text. 

To enhance your proposal

document use tools such as Tinderbox

to help you automate the presentation.

Rather than cut and paste words, cut

and paste video sections or PDFs.

Tinderbox also lets you know when

your customers open your proposal

and what sections they focused on.

For the finals presentations delivered

.over the web, technology makes it

possible to simulate face-to-face

selling with few limitations to bridging

the geographic and time gaps. 

Jonathan knows and loves

technology.   He also knows that

technology is only a tool. 

His advice:  Take control of your

own development.  Don’t rely entirely

on your company to give you the tools

you need.  It is up to you to  build your

skills and put the right tools in your

hands.                                                      �
His advice:  Take

control of your own
development.  Don’t
rely entirely on your
company to give you
the tools you need.  

The fundamental steps of the sales

process have not changed but the

context of who does what and when

has radically changed.  Jonathan’s

book offers practical tactics that you as

a salesperson can implement

immediately to differentiate yourself,

and your offerings and win more deals.

Jonathan has analyzed the sales

process and aligned tools you can use

at every stage to significantly increase

your sales results. He pointed out,

however, that while the tools exist to

make salespeople and organizations

much more successful at little or no

cost, he does not know of one sales

organization that has really looked at

its sales process to optimize

technology for every step and gain a

competitive edge (There is a chart in

his book to help you do this).  The

good news is that he believes

salespeople can do so much on their

own and do not have to depend on

their corporations.  

You are likely using tools to

prospect such as LinkedIn,

InsideView, Martindale Hubble (for law

firms), or Hoovers to query your ideal

client profile.  The same data bases

usually give you the key contacts,

roles, and titles, phone numbers, and

email addresses to enable you to find

the companies and contacts that have

the best fit and the most to gain from

what you are selling. 

But from Jonathan’s extensive

experience not enough salespeople

are leveraging tools after this initial

stage that can help them sell faster

and better.  Always a big challenge,

but getting even bigger for

salespeople (because customers are

so bombarded with information and

are doing their own research), is to get

customer to agree to appointments.

And while it takes good selling skills to

gain agreement for a meeting, with

today’s self educated customers it

takes more than strong skills and a

compelling product. Customers

Why are salespeople still so
“technologically inept?”
A Conversation with Jonathan London by Linda Richardson 

Top of Mind
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If you haven’t read Jonathan London’s book Using
Technology to Sell: Tactics to Ratchet Up Your Sales
(co-authored by Martin Lucas), do so.  Technology has
changed the dynamics between buyers and sellers.  

Linda Richardson is the Founder and
Chairwoman of Richardson, the global 
sales performance company and is
responsible for product and sales strategy.
www.richardson.com
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Most of that initial team are still with

me today: Linda Richardson, Jill

Konrath, Dave Kurlan, Dr. Tony

Alessandra, Keith Rosen, Joanne

Black, Wendy Weiss, Paul McCord,

Kevin Eikenberry and Colleen Francis:

However, our numbers have been

considerably swollen by almost 150

regular contributors, all expert

commentators, authors, bloggers,

consultants, mentors and thought-

leaders in their specific field. In fact, I

think we can confidently say that

everybody who is anybody in the sales

space now has links with at least one

of our projects.  

In 2007, the Top Sales Experts

group was formed, and although we

no longer formally refer to ourselves

using this title, the spirit of

collaboration and camaraderie

amongst the team is still very much

alive and well. The bond which unites

us is quite simply to continually seek

ways to advance this wonderful

profession of ours and to keep raising

the bar in terms of selling excellence.

So, now we are ready to take this

all to the next stage, and launch the

brand new Top Sales World venue: We

have consolidated all of our locations

under one large roof – Top Sales

Management, Top Sales Awards, Top

50 Sales & Marketing Influencers, Top

50 Sales & Marketing Blogs, Top Sales

Articles, plus of course the Top Sales

monthly magazine.

This new site is updated every
day, to provide our visitors – who

arrive from all around the world – with

fresh articles, inspiring tips,

motivational interviews, in fact

everything the modern sales

professional needs to keep them

ahead of the game and operating at

optimum performance levels.

In January, as a special bonus, we

will be presenting a series of short and

highly stimulating interviews with

twenty of the world’s leading sales

gurus – “Tips for Kick-starting Your
2013” – look out for further details

before the end of December.

Then in April, we launch the “Top
Sales Academy” – a four level, ten

module, online sales program. This

will be the most advanced and

affordable sales development initiative

available – delivered by world-class

experts. Do look out for the prospectus

in January.   

In the meantime, I very much hope

you will enjoy the brand new Top Sales

World – do come back often!               �

It seems almost inconceivable that the Top Sales projects launched seven years ago –
that makes us older than Twitter! But in fact it is true: It was in 2005 when I first
reached out to a very small group of established sales experts to see if they would
contemplate joining me to create a number of pioneering collaborative initiatives.
They all contemplated, and they all joined me.

In January, as a special
bonus, we will be

presenting a series of
short and highly

stimulating interviews
with twenty of the

world’s leading sales
gurus – “Tips for Kick-

starting Your 2013”

Jonathan Farrington
CEO
Top Sales Associates
http://www.topsalesassociates.com/
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My intention is to produce a free

new white paper, which will be

ready for distribution on December

31st - "The FIVE Most Significant

Challenges Facing Every Company

Everywhere in 2013" 

Here is a flavor...

Challenge One: Finding the
Opportunities

I am continually surprised to discover

just how few companies have a formal

business development strategy. The

norm appears to be "If we throw

enough mud at the wall, some of it is

bound to stick ... eventually" For "mud"

you should read "resource" This

"Quixotic" mantra is costly,

unproductive and naive.

There are so many solutions

available today, which assist front-line

sales professionals to accurately

target potential clients/customers - not

to mention resources like LinkedIn etc.

- it is incomprehensible to me that the

majority of organizations are still

flailing in the dark.

For example, how many

companies do you know that can tell

you exactly what each lead is costing

them?

I will  elaborate on this point in the

white paper, and hopefully provide not

only a template for an achievable

business development strategy, but

also some realistic matrix for

measuring performance.

Challenge Two: Sales
Enablement

It is estimated that between 56% and

58% of front-line salesmen and

women will fail to hit quota this year.

Why? Targets set too high? Maybe in

some cases it could be suggested that

in a continuing flat-line economy,

expectations were unrealistic. But my

personal opinion is that we are now

witnessing the inevitable results of all

those training budget cuts, which were

implemented three or four years ago,

when the recession began to bite.

The reality is that you cannot

expect an under-equipped and an

inadequately armed army to win

battles, let alone the war.

There is ample and reliable

evidence to suggest that for every $

spent on appropriate and relevant
sales team development a return of

$100 should be anticipated in

incremental revenue gained - it isn't

rocket science.

But do note the highlighted words -

appropriate and relevant

Challenge Three: Customer
Retention

For more years than I can remember, I

have been "crusading" for greater

customer focus, and for organizations

to work to prevent the constant drip,

drip, drip of departing clients out of the

back-end - almost as fast as new ones

are coming on board at the front-end.

How many times do we

commentators have to point out that it

costs at least 15 times more to first

attract, then qualify, then sell to a new

customer as it does an existing one?

How many times do we have to

highlight surveys that shout at us that

the most common reason companies

change suppliers is because of a

perceived lack of interest? 71% was

the number I heard last.

The reality is that standards of

customer care have never been so

bad - it is a self-perpetuating

downward spiral. We actually no

longer remember poor service, we

expect it; but we are surprised

when we receive good service.

How sad is that?

The good news is that any

company, who is prepared to raise

their game by just a few percentage

points, will stand out from the

mediocre rest!

Challenge Four: Controlling
Costs

Nobody should ever doubt that the

successful formula for any company

looking to survive today - let alone

thrive - is to constantly look at ways to

reduce costs, whilst increasing profits.

Note my emphasis on profit, rather

than revenue. A very wise old mentor

of mine - a keen golfer - once said to

me "Jonathan, we always drive for

revenue, but we putt for profit" and

how right he was/is.

It is a fallacy to believe the

responsibility for ensuring an

organization's financial health and

stability lies solely with the grey men in

accounts. Every individual has a part

to play, and especially the sales team -

the engine room of any firm, because

although it has become a well-worn

cliché, nothing really does happen

until we sell something.

Our role is to maximize the

profitability of every single deal: That

means examining the true costs.

Net margin is NOT simply selling

price less buy-in price. True

profitability takes into account all of the

costs associated with creating the lead

in the first place; it allows for all of the

pre-sales meetings, including

qualification, face-face presentations

and negotiation - these are all time

consuming and cost bearing activities.

Then there is the value we must place

on after-sale support, or technical

input. Only when we truly understand

the real cost of each sale, can we

begin to understand how we are able

to improve our profitability.

Much of this is down to control, and

that leads me onto...

Challenge Five: Leading from
the Front

The average tenure of a sales

manager today is less than two years -

actually, if the manager was promoted

from within, because they were the

most successful salesperson on the

team, the average duration comes

down to eighteen months. These

statistics are quite shocking, but not

surprising. This role has become the

least secure in most organizations

today.

It is not possible to identify one

single reason - there are a host of

them. The responsibility is shared

equally between employers and the

individuals themselves, and I fully

intend to expand on my thoughts and

theories in the new white paper.

Show me an under-performing

sales team, and I will show you an

incompetent, poorly trained and

inadequate sales manager: This role

has now become critical.

I know that any of my clients and

ex-clients who are reading this will be

feeling pretty smug today - having

worked with me to ensure that they are

very capable of meeting all of these

five challenges in 2013.                         �

Show me an under-
performing sales

team, and I will show
you an incompetent,

poorly trained and
inadequate sales

manager: This
role has now

become critical.

To find out more about Jonathan, visit:

www.thejfblogit.co.uk
www.topsalesassociates.com
www.jonathanfarrington.com
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2013 - the FIVE critical
challenges....
At this time of the year, all sales "commentators" are inundated with requests to
make predictions for the coming year - certainly I always am, and this year has been
no exception: As a consequence, I have been contemplating what I believe will be the
most significant challenges most companies will face in 2013, and I have managed to
reduce my list to just five.

x Top Sales World Magazine December 2012
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outcomes) along the customer’s

journey:

� Gain appropriate access (to the

executive owner, relevant decision

maker)

� Having successful meetings (with

all impacted stakeholders)

� Create shared vision of success

and design solution

� Create business case and proposal

Mastering all these milestones with

brilliance, our sales person needs a

few skills and behaviors and a certain

attitude. Our “sales warrior”

� is focused on talking about the

customers, their specific roles and

responsibilities, their specific

challenges and how to solve them.

He/she is aware that talking about

the own company, the own

products and services is of no

added value for today’s prospects

and executive buyers

� knows, that the customers expect

him/her to map the vendor’s

capabilities to the customer’s

specific challenges to show added

value and a path to their desired

outcomes.

� is focused on driving value at each

stage along the customer’s journey

and at each stakeholder level

(that’s all about dynamic

messaging)

� is focused on what a solution

means for the specific customer

challenges instead of what the own

services and solutions do!
� shows impactful commercial

insights regarding the customer’s

business that helps the customer to

think differently about a certain

challenge

� shares best practices, creates

urgency to drive change, to

develop a shared vision of success

which helps the customer to follow

a step-by-step approach on how to

achieve a desired desired outcome

� enables the customer to sell a deal

internally and enables him/her self

to sell the deal internally at the

vendor’s organization

� works in a collaborative way to

win.
So, you get the picture. From my

point of view, a sales warrior has

nothing to do with fighting against

something, being in war with

somebody, playing the role of a lonely

hero, or just following procedures

without integrating passion,

leadership, brilliance and own creative

ideas.

The opposite is the case, the

warrior needs all the above mentioned

skills, behaviors and attitudes to fight

for the customer’s success, for the

customer’s desired outcomes, ideally

in a win/win scenario – to create the

prerequisite for his/her own success.

To do so, the sales warrior has to be a

compassionate, collaborative person

with a high level of emotional and

situational intelligence.

Our sales warrior doesn’t put

energy in fighting against

competitors, or colleagues – what a

waste of energy. Furthermore our

sales warrior’s brilliance is to analyze

and to predict the competitor’s

strategy, in order to cross and to

frustrate these strategies. That’s why

we need him/her to take a systematic,

well thought-through and consequent

approach.

Execution along the customer’s

journey is always focused on fighting
for the customer’s success with the

right set of customer stakeholders and

with different partners – to win!
Execution is not focused against

something or somebody.

Especially in the world of complex

sale, all these efforts are no one

man/one woman shows. These sales

warriors are working in a team to win

the deals. That’s why collaboration is

so important. Collaboration within an

account or a deal team, collaboration

with the customer, collaboration with

partners and last but not least –

collaboration along the vendor’s

internal sales support supply chain.

Last but not least: Our sales warrior

doesn’t ignore a given, purpose driven

and goal-oriented sales process. 

What’s a sales warrior for you?

How would you call these

collaborative, energetic, challenging,

goal and outcome-oriented, customer-

centric, brilliant persons?                     �

Warrior, sales warriors, especially

the 21th century sales warrior –

this term is mentioned almost

everywhere. Not only since this SAP

campaign was so well received.

How do you feel being confronted

with the term “sales warrior”? Do you

perceive “sales warrior” as a positive

term or as a provocative or negative

term, or something different?

Honestly, when I heard “sales

warrior” for the first time, I thought “Oh

no, couldn’t we find a less war driven

word, a more positive term?” I had – as

always – an inspiring conversation

with Nicholas Kontopoulos on that

question, when he asked me a few

weeks ago “BTW, do you like the term

„sales warrior“? I said: “Honestly, I

have mixed feelings with that, but I will

structure my thoughts and come back

to you.”

Here we are.

How should we define a warrior?

How is a warrior different from a

soldier? Are they fighting against
something/someone or for
something/someone?

First of all, a soldier is trained to

respect authorities, to follow a

process and not to question it. Isn’t it

that soldiers (not in sales, but in war)

are told to fight for something (liberty,

freedom, whatsoever), but in reality

they have to fight directly against

their enemies?

How are warriors different?

Wikipedia says it’s “a person who

shows or has shown great vigor,

courage, or aggressiveness, as in

politics or athletics”. We don’t discuss

politics here, but athletics make a lot

of sense because apart from

competition, it’s about the aim to win.

Let’s keep that in mind for a minute.

Here is the conclusion of my

little warrior research, including

research on spiritual warriors. In

general, a warrior….

� has a systematic and consistent

approach to success

� is constantly eager to get better, to

learn how to improve skills and

behaviors

� is an independent person, self-

responsible, driven by autonomy,

meaning and purpose

� takes responsibility for own actions,

is aware of their consequences and

lives with them

� accepts challenges and fights for

their solutions

� doesn’t run away from challenges,

because he/she knows that

running away only means to need

much more time and effort to come

to a solution.

� accepts a given framework, but

he/she takes always a situational,

flexible and adaptable approach to

create the most value out of a

certain situation

� can act either as an independent

person or as a team player

� is based on compassion, integrity

and operational brilliance that

victory will happen, it’s only a

matter of time.

Now, what do we expect from a

sales warrior? How do our sales

challenges look like, especially the

challenges around the complex sale?

We can summarize them as four sales

milestones (see also Forrester’s sales

How would you call
these collaborative,

energetic, challenging,
goal and outcome-
oriented, customer-

centric, brilliant
persons?

This article was written by Tamara Schenk. To
find out more about Tamara, visit:
http://blog.tamaraschenk.com/
http://de.linkedin.com/in/tamaraschenk
http://twitter.com/tamaraschenk
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Warrior, sales warriors, especially the 21th century sales
warrior – this term is mentioned almost everywhere.
Not only since this SAP campaign was so well received.

All about sales warriors –
fighting for customer
outcomes
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Top Sales Highlights
from the past four weeks ...
in case you missed them
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Doing What You
Should Do

How to Differentiate
Yourself 

95% of Product Training
is Ineffective 

No Goals, 
Less Success  

Jonathan London  �� Colleen Francis  �� Mike Schultz  �� kevin Eikenberry  ��

Enjoy the latest Top Sales Hardtalk Interviews

What kind of candy are you
handing out to your sales

team? 

Did President Obama Do
More Damage to the Image

of Salespeople?”

“Protecting The Family
Jewels” And Disruption?

The Three Post
Sale Phases 

Nancy Nardin  �� Dave Kurlan  �� Dave Brock  �� Jonathan Farrington  ��

and recent blogs ...

How to Deal Effectively
With Persistent

Absenteeism

How to Deal Effectively
With Poor Performance

How to Conduct a
Counsel Interview

How to Sell Important
Decisions to Your Team 

�� �� �� ��

Recent “How To” Guides

Let’s Get Serious About
Sales Lead Generation

Effective Telemarketing
Techniques

Quality Activity =
Quality Results

Recognizing the Categories
of Buyer Resistance 

�� �� �� ��

Sales Team Development Sessions

Learning to Say
“No” Early 

Are Your Salespeople
Still Cold Calling?

The Ugly Truth 

Why We Need a Balanced
Approach to Business

Generation 

We MUST Focus on
Coaching 

Christian Maurer   �� Dave Kurlan  �� Tibor Shanto   �� Dave Kurlan  ��

Sales Management Issues Interviews

http://www.topsalesmanagement.com/downloads/audio/Jonathan_London_TSM_Apr_2012.mp3
http://www.topsalesworld.com/viewHardTalk.php?hard_talk_archive_id=63
http://www.topsalesworld.com/downloads/audio/Mike_Schultz_Apr_2012.mp3
http://www.topsalesworld.com/downloads/audio/Kevin_Eikenberry_May_2012.mp3
http://www.smartsellingtools.com/blog/2012/10/what-kind-of-candy-are-you-handing-out-to-your-sales-team/
http://www.omghub.com/
http://partnersinexcellenceblog.com/protecting-the-family-jewels-and-disruption/
http://www.thejfblogit.co.uk/2012/11/26/the-three-post-sale-phases/
http://www.topsalesmanagement.com/readGuide.php?written_id=798
http://www.topsalesmanagement.com/howToGuide.php?written_id=230
http://www.topsalesmanagement.com/howToGuide.php?written_id=807
http://www.topsalesmanagement.com/readGuide.php?written_id=832
http://www.topsalesmanagement.com/readDevelopmentSession.php?written_id=1096
http://www.topsalesmanagement.com/developmentSession.php?written_id=799
http://www.topsalesmanagement.com/readDevelopmentSession.php?written_id=94
http://www.topsalesmanagement.com/readSales.php?written_id=887
http://www.topsalesworld.com/downloads/audio/Christian_Maurer_May_2012.mp3
http://www.topsalesmanagement.com/downloads/audio/Dave_Kurlan_Jan_2012.mp3
D)	http://www.topsalesworld.com/downloads/audio/Tibor_Shanto_Mar_2012.mp3
http://www.topsalesmanagement.com/downloads/audio/Dave_Kurlan_Event_Apr_2012.mp3


He began his career in his native

Austria in the sales training and

marketing departments of a large

construction equipment company. In

1972, he moved to the United States

to become the company’s North

American Sales Training Director,

later moving into the position of

Marketing Manager. 

In 1977, he became an

independent sales training

consultant, and in 1979 created an

audiovisual sales training course

called “The Languages of Selling.”

Marketed to sales managers at

Fortune 500 companies, the course

taught nonverbal communication in

sales together with professional

selling skills. 

In 1981, Gerhard launched

Personal Selling Power, a tabloid-

format newsletter directed to sales

managers. Over the years the tabloid

grew in subscriptions, size, and

frequency. The name changed to

Selling Power, and in magazine

format it became the leader in the

professional sales field. Every year

Selling Power publishes the “Selling

Power 500,” a listing of the largest

sales forces in America. The company

publishes books, sales training

posters, and audio and video products

for the professional sales market. 

Gerhard has become America’s

leading expert on selling and sales

management. He conducts

webinars for such companies as

SAP, and Selling Power has recently

launched a new conference division

that sponsors and conducts by-

invitation-only leadership

conferences directed toward

companies with high sales volume

and large sales forces.                     �

Focus On

Gerhard
Gschwandtner
A dual citizen of both Austria and the United States, Gerhard
Gschwandtner is the founder and publisher of Selling Power, the
leading magazine for sales professionals worldwide, with a
circulation of 165,000 subscribers in 67 countries. 

To find out more about Gerhard, visit: www.sellingpower.com

A very special thank you to
our Top Sales Sponsors

for their continuing
support and loyalty

If you would like to learn more about the benefits of becoming a
TSW sponsor and our existing Partner Program, please email us:

sponsorship@www.topsalesworld.com
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http://www.bloomfire.com/
http://www.bridgegroupinc.com/
http://www.fileboard.com/
https://imeet.com/
http://www.membrain.com/
http://www.objectivemanagement.com/
http://www.onesource.com/
http://www.pipelinedeals.com/
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